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Teach kids the concepts of coding in easy-to-understand language and help
them develop games of their own with The Everything Kids’ Scratch Coding
Book! Understanding computer science is becoming a necessity in the modern
age. As our world shifts towards becoming increasingly more technical and
automated, the ability to code and understand computers has become one of the
most valuable skills any child can have on the road to a successful life. More and
more schools are recognizing this importance and have started to implement
computer science and coding as core elements in their curriculums, right
alongside math and history. The Everything Kids’ Scratch Coding Book helps
children get a head start on this new essential skill, with Scratch coding—a
language designed by MIT specifically to help a younger audience learn to code.
In no time, children will learn basic coding concepts, build fun games, and get a
competitive edge on their classmates. This book encourages children to think
analytically and problem-solve, while helping them develop an essential skill that
will last them a lifetime.
Welcome to Game Coding Complete, Fourth Edition, the newest edition of the
essential, hands-on guide to developing commercial-quality games. Written by
two veteran game programmers, the book examines the entire game
development process and all the unique challenges associated with creating a
game. In this excellent introduction to game architecture, you'll explore all the
major subsystems of modern game engines and learn professional techniques
used in actual games, as well as Teapot Wars, a game created specifically for
this book. This updated fourth edition uses the latest versions of DirectX and
Visual Studio, and it includes expanded chapter coverage of game actors, AI,
shader programming, LUA scripting, the C# editor, and other important updates
to every chapter. All the code and examples presented have been tested and
used in commercial video games, and the book is full of invaluable best
practices, professional tips and tricks, and cautionary advice.
JavaScript is the programming language of the Internet, the secret sauce that
makes the Web awesome, your favorite sites interactive, and online games fun!
JavaScript for Kids is a lighthearted introduction that teaches programming
essentials through patient, step-by-step examples paired with funny illustrations.
You’ll begin with the basics, like working with strings, arrays, and loops, and then
move on to more advanced topics, like building interactivity with jQuery and
drawing graphics with Canvas. Along the way, you’ll write games such as Find
the Buried Treasure, Hangman, and Snake. You’ll also learn how to: –Create
functions to organize and reuse your code –Write and modify HTML to create
dynamic web pages –Use the DOM and jQuery to make your web pages react to
user input –Use the Canvas element to draw and animate graphics –Program
real user-controlled games with collision detection and score keeping With visual
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examples like bouncing balls, animated bees, and racing cars, you can really see
what you’re programming. Each chapter builds on the last, and programming
challenges at the end of each chapter will stretch your brain and inspire your own
amazing programs. Make something cool with JavaScript today! Ages 10+ (and
their parents!)
This updated bestseller provides an introduction to programming interactive
computer graphics, with an emphasis on game development using DirectX 12.
The book is divided into three main parts: basic mathematical tools, fundamental
tasks in Direct3D, and techniques and special effects. It shows how to use new
Direct12 features such as command lists, pipeline state objects, descriptor heaps
and tables, and explicit resource management to reduce CPU overhead and
increase scalability across multiple CPU cores. The book covers modern special
effects and techniques such as hardware tessellation, writing compute shaders,
ambient occlusion, reflections, normal and displacement mapping, shadow
rendering, and character animation. Includes a companion DVD with code and
figures. eBook Customers: Companion files are available for downloading with
order number/proof of purchase by writing to the publisher at
info@merclearning.com. FEATURES: • Provides an introduction to programming
interactive computer graphics, with an emphasis on game development using
DirectX 12 • Uses new Direct3D 12 features to reduce CPU overhead and take
advantage of multiple CPU cores • Contains detailed explanations of popular realtime game effects • Includes a DVD with source code and all the images
(including 4-color) from the book • Learn advance rendering techniques such as
ambient occlusion, real-time reflections, normal and displacement mapping,
shadow rendering, programming the geometry shader, and character animation •
Covers a mathematics review and 3D rendering fundamentals such as lighting,
texturing, blending and stenciling • Use the end-of-chapter exercises to test
understanding and provide experience with DirectX 12
Python is a powerful, expressive programming language that’s easy to learn and
fun to use! But books about learning to program in Python can be kind of dull,
gray, and boring, and that’s no fun for anyone. Python for Kids brings Python to
life and brings you (and your parents) into the world of programming. The everpatient Jason R. Briggs will guide you through the basics as you experiment with
unique (and often hilarious) example programs that feature ravenous monsters,
secret agents, thieving ravens, and more. New terms are defined; code is
colored, dissected, and explained; and quirky, full-color illustrations keep things
on the lighter side. Chapters end with programming puzzles designed to stretch
your brain and strengthen your understanding. By the end of the book you’ll
have programmed two complete games: a clone of the famous Pong and "Mr.
Stick Man Races for the Exit"—a platform game with jumps, animation, and much
more. As you strike out on your programming adventure, you’ll learn how to:
–Use fundamental data structures like lists, tuples, and maps –Organize and
reuse your code with functions and modules –Use control structures like loops
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and conditional statements –Draw shapes and patterns with Python’s turtle
module –Create games, animations, and other graphical wonders with tkinter
Why should serious adults have all the fun? Python for Kids is your ticket into the
amazing world of computer programming. For kids ages 10+ (and their parents)
The code in this book runs on almost anything: Windows, Mac, Linux, even an
OLPC laptop or Raspberry Pi!
DESIGN, BUILD, CREATE, AND SHARE YOUR GAME WITH THE WORLD!
Ever wanted to create your own video game? With Microsoft’s Kodu, you can.
It’s fun! And while you’re having fun, you’ll learn incredible problem-solving,
programming, and game design skills as well. Kodu is a simple visual language
that’s just for games, and you’ll be amazed at just how much you can do with it.
Yes, you! It’s perfect for people who’ve never programmed before—whether
they’re 8, 18, or 80. Kodu for Kids teaches you all you need to know to create
great Kodu games that you can share with the world! Don’t just read it! See it!
New online videos show you what to do! INCLUDES FOUR START-TO-FINISH
EXAMPLE GAMES: 1-Player Shooter 2-Player Competition Mission Quest SideScroller Experience DO IT ALL—EVERY STEP! Learn how games really work
Master Kodu’s easy tools, controls, and programming Imagine your quest and
plan your game Script a great story Create your characters and make them move
and talk Invent and build new worlds Design weapons, targets, and objects Build
enemies and make them fight Add amazing sound, music, and special effects Set
up multiple players, levels, and points Discover expert tips and tricks for better
games Make everything work together Share your games with players all over
the world
Although the number of commercial Java games is still small compared to those
written in C or C++, the market is expanding rapidly. Recent updates to Java
make it faster and easier to create powerful gaming applications-particularly Java
3D-is fueling an explosive growth in Java games. Java games like Puzzle
Pirates, Chrome, Star Wars Galaxies, Runescape, Alien Flux, Kingdom of Wars,
Law and Order II, Roboforge, Tom Clancy's Politika, and scores of others have
earned awards and become bestsellers.Java developers new to graphics and
game programming, as well as game developers new to Java 3D, will find Killer
Game Programming in Java invaluable. This new book is a practical introduction
to the latest Java graphics and game programming technologies and techniques.
It is the first book to thoroughly cover Java's 3D capabilities for all types of
graphics and game development projects.Killer Game Programming in Java is a
comprehensive guide to everything you need to know to program cool,
testosterone-drenched Java games. It will give you reusable techniques to create
everything from fast, full-screen action games to multiplayer 3D games. In
addition to the most thorough coverage of Java 3D available, Killer Game
Programming in Java also clearly details the older, better-known 2D APIs, 3D
sprites, animated 3D sprites, first-person shooter programming, sound, fractals,
and networked games. Killer Game Programming in Java is a must-have for
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anyone who wants to create adrenaline-fueled games in Java.
Tricks of the Windows Game Programmin Gurus, 2E takes the reader through
Win32 programming, covering all the major components of DirectX including
DirectDraw, DirectSound, DirectInput (including Force Feedback), and
DirectMusic. Andre teaches the reader 2D graphics and rasterization techniques.
Finally, Andre provides the most intense coverage of game algorithms,
multithreaded programming, artificial intelligence (including fuzzy logic, neural
nets, and genetic algorithms), and physics modeling you have ever seen in a
game book.
The first and only book to reveal the secrets of writing 3-D game applications for
C++ programmers. Flights of Fantasy takes programmers behind the scenes to
show achieved. Features sample games, demos, and a complete flight simulator
on the enclosed disk.
A pragmatic guide for developing your own games with Python About This Book
Strengthen your fundamentals of game programming with Python language
Seven hands-on games to create 2D and 3D games rapidly from scratch
Illustrative guide to explore the different GUI libraries for building your games
Who This Book Is For If you have ever wanted to create casual games in Python
and you would like to explore various GUI technologies that this language offers,
this is the book for you. This title is intended for beginners to Python with little or
no knowledge of game development, and it covers step by step how to build
seven different games, from the well-known Space Invaders to a classical 3D
platformer. What You Will Learn Take advantage of Python's clean syntax to
build games quickly Discover distinct frameworks for developing graphical
applications Implement non-player characters (NPCs) with autonomous and
seemingly intelligent behaviors Design and code some popular games like Pong
and tower defense Compose maps and levels for your sprite-based games in an
easy manner Modularize and apply object-oriented principles during the design of
your games Exploit libraries like Chimpunk2D, cocos2d, and Tkinter Create
natural user interfaces (NUIs), using a camera and computer vision algorithms to
interpret the player's real-world actions In Detail With a growing interest in
learning to program, game development is an appealing topic for getting started
with coding. From geometry to basic Artificial Intelligence algorithms, there are
plenty of concepts that can be applied in almost every game. Python is a widely
used general-purpose, high-level programming language. It provides constructs
intended to enable clear programs on both a small and large scale. It is the third
most popular language whose grammatical syntax is not predominantly based on
C. Python is also very easy to code and is also highly flexible, which is exactly
what is required for game development. The user-friendliness of this language
allows beginners to code games without too much effort or training. Python also
works with very little code and in most cases uses the “use cases” approach,
reserving lengthy explicit coding for outliers and exceptions, making game
development an achievable feat. Python Game Programming by Example
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enables readers to develop cool and popular games in Python without having indepth programming knowledge of Python. The book includes seven hands-on
projects developed with several well-known Python packages, as well as a
comprehensive explanation about the theory and design of each game. It will
teach readers about the techniques of game design and coding of some popular
games like Pong and tower defense. Thereafter, it will allow readers to add levels
of complexities to make the games more fun and realistic using 3D. At the end of
the book, you will have added several GUI libraries like Chimpunk2D, cocos2d,
and Tkinter in your tool belt, as well as a handful of recipes and algorithms for
developing games with Python. Style and approach This book is an examplebased guide that will teach you to build games using Python. This book follows a
step-by-step approach as it is aimed at beginners who would like to get started
with basic game development. By the end of this book you will be competent
game developers with good knowledge of programming in Python.
Advanced 3D Game Programming with DirectX 10.0 provides a guide to
developing cutting-edge games using DirectX 10.0. Important Notice: The digital
edition of this book is missing some of the images or content found in the
physical edition.
Rust is an exciting new programming language combining the power of C with
memory safety, fearless concurrency, and productivity boosters - and what better
way to learn than by making games. Each chapter in this book presents handson, practical projects ranging from "Hello, World" to building a full dungeon
crawler game. With this book, you'll learn game development skills applicable to
other engines, including Unity and Unreal. Rust is an exciting programming
language combining the power of C with memory safety, fearless concurrency,
and productivity boosters. With Rust, you have a shiny new playground where
your game ideas can flourish. Each chapter in this book presents hands-on,
practical projects that take you on a journey from "Hello, World" to building a full
dungeon crawler game. Start by setting up Rust and getting comfortable with
your development environment. Learn the language basics with practical
examples as you make your own version of Flappy Bird. Discover what it takes to
randomly generate dungeons and populate them with monsters as you build a
complete dungeon crawl game. Run game systems concurrently for highperformance and fast game-play, while retaining the ability to debug your
program. Unleash your creativity with magical items, tougher monsters, and
intricate dungeon design. Add layered graphics and polish your game with style.
What You Need: A computer running Windows 10, Linux, or Mac OS X. A text
editor, such as Visual Studio Code. A video card and drivers capable of running
OpenGL 3.2.
This book will guide you through the basic game development process using
Python, covering game topics including graphics, sound, artificial intelligence,
animation, game engines, etc. Real games are created as you work through the
text and significant parts of a game engine are built and made available for
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download. New chapters on card games and a side-scroller. The companion files
contain all of the resources described in the book, e.g., example code, game
assets, video/sound editing software, and color figures. Instructor resources are
available for use as a textbook. FEATURES: Teaches basic game development
concepts using Python including graphics, sound, artificial intelligence, animation,
game engines, collision detection, Web-based games, and more Includes code
samples using Pygame Features new chapters on card games (Ch.11) and
building a side-scrolling game (Ch.12) Includes a companion disc with example
code, games assets, and color figures
Learn How to Make 3D iOS Games! Learn how to make 3D games in Swift, using
Apple's built-in 3D game framework: Scene Kit. Through a series of mini-games
and challenges, you will go from beginner to advanced and learn everything you
need to make your own 3D game! By the time you're finished reading this book,
you will have made 4 complete mini-games, including games similar to Fruit
Ninja, Breakout, Marble Madness, and Crossy Road! Topics Covered in 3D iOS
Games by Tutorials: Scene Kit: Get to know the basics with your first Scene Kit
game project. Nodes: Use nodes with geometry and cameras to construct a 3D
scene. Physics: Unleash the power of the built-in physics engine. Render Loop:
Learn how you can leverage the Render Loop for updates. Particle Systems:
Create massive explosions with the built-in 3D Particle Engine. Scene Editor:
Create stunning 3D scenes with the built-in Scene Kit Editor. Cameras: Learn
how to move the viewpoint around your game. Lights: Learn how to illuminatre
your games with different types of lights. Primitives: Construct an entire game
with just primitive shapes. Collision Detection: Learn how to detect when your
game objects collide. Materials: Unleash reality, and learn about all the various
types of textures. Reference Nodes: Leverage the power of reference nodes to
built massive scenes. Transitions: Learn how to transition from one scene to
another. Actions: Add animation with the built-in Action Editor. And much more,
including: Shadows, Motion Control, Advanced Collision Detection Techniques
and Audio.
Get to grips with programming techniques and game development using C++
libraries and Visual Studio 2019 Key Features Learn game development and C++
with a fun, example-driven approach Build clones of popular games such as
Timberman, Zombie Survival Shooter, a co-op puzzle platformer, and Space
Invaders Discover tips to expand your finished games by thinking critically,
technically, and creatively Book Description The second edition of Beginning C++
Game Programming is updated and improved to include the latest features of
Visual Studio 2019, SFML, and modern C++ programming techniques. With this
book, you’ll get a fun introduction to game programming by building five fully
playable games of increasing complexity. You’ll learn to build clones of popular
games such as Timberman, Pong, a Zombie survival shooter, a coop puzzle
platformer and Space Invaders. The book starts by covering the basics of
programming. You’ll study key C++ topics, such as object-oriented programming
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(OOP) and C++ pointers, and get acquainted with the Standard Template Library
(STL). The book helps you learn about collision detection techniques and game
physics by building a Pong game. As you build games, you’ll also learn exciting
game programming concepts such as particle effects, directional sound
(spatialization), OpenGL programmable shaders, spawning objects, and much
more. Finally, you’ll explore game design patterns to enhance your C++ game
programming skills. By the end of the book, you’ll have gained the knowledge
you need to build your own games with exciting features from scratch What you
will learn Set up your game development project in Visual Studio 2019 and
explore C++ libraries such as SFML Explore C++ OOP by building a Pong game
Understand core game concepts such as game animation, game physics,
collision detection, scorekeeping, and game sound Use classes, inheritance, and
references to spawn and control thousands of enemies and shoot rapid-fire
machine guns Add advanced features to your game using pointers, references,
and the STL Scale and reuse your game code by learning modern game
programming design patterns Who this book is for This book is perfect for you if
you have no C++ programming knowledge, you need a beginner-level refresher
course, or you want to learn how to build games or just use games as an
engaging way to learn C++. Whether you aspire to publish a game (perhaps on
Steam) or just want to impress friends with your creations, you’ll find this book
useful.
OpenGL Game Programming teaches you how to use OpenGL to create
dynamic 3D environments and effects for use in game development. Beginning
with the histories of OpenGL and Microsoft DirectX, programming essentials for
Microsoft Windows, and 3D theory, youll quickly move on to lessons on the
functionality of OpenGL. Most of the chapters include demo programs that will
allow you to see OpenGL in action. Youll then learn how to pull together
OpenGL, Microsoft DirectSound, and Microsoft DirectInput to create your own
games!
No one has done more to conquer the performance limitations of the PC than Michael Abrash,
a software engineer for Microsoft. His complete works are contained in this massive volume,
including everything he has written about performance coding and real-time graphics. The CDROM contains the entire text in Adobe Acrobat 3.0 format, allowing fast searches for specific
facts.
Invent Your Own Computer Games with Python will teach you how to make computer games
using the popular Python programming language—even if you’ve never programmed before!
Begin by building classic games like Hangman, Guess the Number, and Tic-Tac-Toe, and then
work your way up to more advanced games, like a text-based treasure hunting game and an
animated collision-dodging game with sound effects. Along the way, you’ll learn key
programming and math concepts that will help you take your game programming to the next
level. Learn how to: –Combine loops, variables, and flow control statements into real working
programs –Choose the right data structures for the job, such as lists, dictionaries, and tuples
–Add graphics and animation to your games with the pygame module –Handle keyboard and
mouse input –Program simple artificial intelligence so you can play against the computer –Use
cryptography to convert text messages into secret code –Debug your programs and find
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common errors As you work through each game, you’ll build a solid foundation in Python and
an understanding of computer science fundamentals. What new game will you create with the
power of Python? The projects in this book are compatible with Python 3.
Explore the capabilities of the Roblox platform to create real-world games with this book.
You’ll follow a hands-on approach to learning the implementation and associated
methodologies and get up and running with Roblox Lua in no time.
A project-filled introduction to coding that shows kids how to build programs by making cool
games. Scratch, the colorful drag-and-drop programming language, is used by millions of firsttime learners worldwide. Scratch 3 features an updated interface, new programming blocks,
and the ability to run on tablets and smartphones, so you can learn how to code on the go. In
Scratch 3 Programming Playground, you'll learn to code by making cool games. Get ready to
destroy asteroids, shoot hoops, and slice and dice fruit! Each game includes easy-to-follow
instructions with full-color images, review questions, and creative coding challenges to make
the game your own. Want to add more levels or a cheat code? No problem, just write some
code. You'll learn to make games like: • Maze Runner: escape the maze! • Snaaaaaake:
gobble apples and avoid your own tail • Asteroid Breaker: smash space rocks • Fruit Slicer: a
Fruit Ninja clone • Brick Breaker: a remake of Breakout, the brick-breaking classic •
Platformer: a game inspired by Super Mario Bros Learning how to program shouldn't be dry
and dreary. With Scratch 3 Programming Playground, you'll make a game of it! Covers:
Scratch 3
CODING FOR KIDS . . . Because it's never too early to start developing! Coding and webdesign skills are becoming more and more important in our technological world. These concept
books will familiarize young ones with the kind of shapes and colors that make up web-based
programming language and give them the head start they need. C++ for Kids gives the
youngest children an understandable introduction to this general purpose programming
language. This beautiful book is a colorful introduction to coding and the web.
Beginner game developers are wonderfully optimistic, passionate, and ambitious. But that
ambition is often dangerous! Too often, budding indie developers and hobbyists bite off more
than they can chew. Some of the most popular games in recent memory – Doodle Jump,
Paper Toss, and Canabalt, to name a few – have been fun, simple games that have delighted
players and delivered big profits to their creators. This is the perfect climate for new game
developers to succeed by creating simple games with Unity 3D, starting today. This book starts
you off on the right foot, emphasizing small, simple game ideas and playable projects that you
can actually finish. The complexity of the games increases gradually as we progress through
the chapters. The chosen examples help you learn a wide variety of game development
techniques. With this understanding of Unity 3D and bite-sized bits of programming, you can
make your own mark on the game industry by finishing fun, simple games. This book shows
you how to build crucial game elements that you can reuse and re-skin in many different
games, using the phenomenal (and free!) Unity 3D game engine. It initiates you into indie
game culture by teaching you how to make your own small, simple games using Unity3D and
some gentle, easy-to-understand code. It will help you turn a rudimentary keep-up game into a
madcap race through hospital hallways to rush a still-beating heart to the transplant ward,
program a complete 2D game using Unity's User Interface controls, put a dramatic love story
spin on a simple catch game, and turn that around into a classic space shooter with
spectacular explosions and "pew" sounds! By the time you're finished, you'll have learned to
develop a number of important pieces to create your own games that focus in on that small,
singular piece of joy that makes games fun. This book shoots straight for the heart of fun,
simple game design and keeps shooting until you have all the pieces you need to assemble
your own great games.
Do you love video games? Ever wondered if you could create one of your own, with all the
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bells and whistles? It's not as complicated as you'd think, and you don't need to be a math whiz
or a programming genius to do it. In fact, everything you need to create your first game,
"Invasion of the Slugwroths," is included in this book and CD-ROM. Author David Conger starts
at square one, introducing the tools of the trade and all the basic concepts for getting started
programming with C++, the language that powers most current commercial games. Plus, he's
put a wealth of top-notch (and free) tools on the CD-ROM, including the Dev-C++ compiler,
linker, and debugger--and his own LlamaWorks2D game engine. Step-by-step instructions and
ample illustrations take you through game program structure, integrating sound and music into
games, floating-point math, C++ arrays, and much more. Using the sample programs and the
source code to run them, you can follow along as you learn. Bio: David Conger has been
programming professionally for over 23 years. Along with countless custom business
applications, he has written several PC and online games. Conger also worked on graphics
firmware for military aircraft, and taught computer science at the university level for four years.
Conger has written numerous books on C, C++, and other computer-related topics. He lives in
western Washington State and has also published a collection of Indian folk tales.
Designed to give you enough familiarity in a programming language to be immediately
productive, Learning C# Programming with Unity 3D provides the basics of programming and
brings you quickly up to speed. Organized into easy-to-follow lessons, the book covers how C#
is used to make a game in Unity3D. After reading this book, you will be armed with the
knowledge required to feel confident in learning more. You’ll have what it takes to at least look
at code without your head spinning. Writing a massive multiplayer online role-playing game is
quite hard, of course, but learning how to write a simple behavior isn’t. Like drawing, you start
off with the basics such as spheres and cubes. After plenty of practice, you’ll be able to create
a real work of art. This applies to writing code—you start off with basic calculations, then move
on to the logic that drives a complex game. By the end of this book, you will have the skills to
be a capable programmer, or at least know what is involved with how to read and write code.
Although you could go online and find videos and tutorials, there is a distinct advantage when it
comes to learning things in order and in one place. Most online tutorials for C# are scattered,
disordered, and incohesive. It’s difficult to find a good starting point, and even more difficult to
find a continuous list of tutorials to bring you to any clear understanding of the C# programming
language. This book not only gives you a strong foundation, but puts you on the path to game
development.

3D Game Programming for KidsCreate Interactive Worlds with JavaScriptPragmatic
Bookshelf
What others in the trenches say about The Pragmatic Programmer... “The cool thing
about this book is that it’s great for keeping the programming process fresh. The book
helps you to continue to grow and clearly comes from people who have been there.”
—Kent Beck, author of Extreme Programming Explained: Embrace Change “I found this
book to be a great mix of solid advice and wonderful analogies!” —Martin Fowler, author
of Refactoring and UML Distilled “I would buy a copy, read it twice, then tell all my
colleagues to run out and grab a copy. This is a book I would never loan because I
would worry about it being lost.” —Kevin Ruland, Management Science, MSG-Logistics
“The wisdom and practical experience of the authors is obvious. The topics presented
are relevant and useful.... By far its greatest strength for me has been the outstanding
analogies—tracer bullets, broken windows, and the fabulous helicopter-based
explanation of the need for orthogonality, especially in a crisis situation. I have little
doubt that this book will eventually become an excellent source of useful information for
journeymen programmers and expert mentors alike.” —John Lakos, author of LargeScale C++ Software Design “This is the sort of book I will buy a dozen copies of when it
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comes out so I can give it to my clients.” —Eric Vought, Software Engineer “Most
modern books on software development fail to cover the basics of what makes a great
software developer, instead spending their time on syntax or technology where in reality
the greatest leverage possible for any software team is in having talented developers
who really know their craft well. An excellent book.” —Pete McBreen, Independent
Consultant “Since reading this book, I have implemented many of the practical
suggestions and tips it contains. Across the board, they have saved my company time
and money while helping me get my job done quicker! This should be a desktop
reference for everyone who works with code for a living.” —Jared Richardson, Senior
Software Developer, iRenaissance, Inc. “I would like to see this issued to every new
employee at my company....” —Chris Cleeland, Senior Software Engineer, Object
Computing, Inc. “If I’m putting together a project, it’s the authors of this book that I
want. . . . And failing that I’d settle for people who’ve read their book.” —Ward
Cunningham Straight from the programming trenches, The Pragmatic Programmer cuts
through the increasing specialization and technicalities of modern software
development to examine the core process--taking a requirement and producing
working, maintainable code that delights its users. It covers topics ranging from
personal responsibility and career development to architectural techniques for keeping
your code flexible and easy to adapt and reuse. Read this book, and you'll learn how to
Fight software rot; Avoid the trap of duplicating knowledge; Write flexible, dynamic, and
adaptable code; Avoid programming by coincidence; Bullet-proof your code with
contracts, assertions, and exceptions; Capture real requirements; Test ruthlessly and
effectively; Delight your users; Build teams of pragmatic programmers; and Make your
developments more precise with automation. Written as a series of self-contained
sections and filled with entertaining anecdotes, thoughtful examples, and interesting
analogies, The Pragmatic Programmer illustrates the best practices and major pitfalls of
many different aspects of software development. Whether you're a new coder, an
experienced programmer, or a manager responsible for software projects, use these
lessons daily, and you'll quickly see improvements in personal productivity, accuracy,
and job satisfaction. You'll learn skills and develop habits and attitudes that form the
foundation for long-term success in your career. You'll become a Pragmatic
Programmer.
It's easier to learn how to program a computer than it has ever been before. Now
everyone can learn to write programs for themselves - no previous experience is
necessary. Chris Pine takes a thorough, but lighthearted approach that teaches you the
fundamentals of computer programming, with a minimum of fuss or bother. Whether
you are interested in a new hobby or a new career, this book is your doorway into the
world of programming. Computers are everywhere, and being able to program them is
more important than it has ever been. But since most books on programming are
written for other programmers, it can be hard to break in. At least it used to be. Chris
Pine will teach you how to program. You'll learn to use your computer better, to get it to
do what you want it to do. Starting with small, simple one-line programs to calculate
your age in seconds, you'll see how to write interactive programs, to use APIs to fetch
live data from the internet, to rename your photos from your digital camera, and more.
You'll learn the same technology used to drive modern dynamic websites and large,
professional applications. Whether you are looking for a fun new hobby or are
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interested in entering the tech world as a professional, this book gives you a solid
foundation in programming. Chris teaches the basics, but also shows you how to think
like a programmer. You'll learn through tons of examples, and through programming
challenges throughout the book. When you finish, you'll know how and where to learn
more - you'll be on your way. What You Need: All you need to learn how to program is
a computer (Windows, macOS, or Linux) and an internet connection. Chris Pine will
lead you through setting set up with the software you will need to start writing programs
of your own.
This engaging guide demonstrates how easy, fun, and rewarding it can be to teach and
learn coding at the library. • Helps librarians—even those without prior experience and
training—launch highly successful programs in computer coding that engage both
traditional literacy and technology literacy • Builds on the library's role as technology
hub in the school and/or community • Enables librarians to cultivate practical and
valued skills among students and patrons—all while they have fun learning • Offers
insight from an instructor who leads coding clubs and classes in multiple libraries
You know what's even better than playing games? Programming your own! Make your
own online games, even if you're an absolute beginner. Let your imagination come to
3D life as you learn real-world programming skills with the JavaScript programming
language - the language used everywhere on the web. This new edition is completely
revised, and takes advantage of new programming features to make game
programming even easier to learn. Plus, new effects make your games even cooler.
When you're done, you're going to be amazed at what you can create. Jump right in!
Start programming cool stuff on page 1. Keep building new and different things until the
very last page. This book wants you to play. Not just play games, but play with code.
Play with programming. Because the best way to learn something is to have fun with it!
This second edition is updated from start to finish to make it even easier to get started
programming in JavaScript. Every example has been updated to make it easier, with
new example games to explore and new 3D effects that make your games even more
fun! Want a red donut? You can make hundreds of them, spinning around like mad.
Want to create a star field? Make a hundred or a thousand stars. Make them red,
green, or blue. Explosions? Fireworks? Planets? It's up to you. And, using a code editor
created especially for this book, you'll program right in your web browser. You'll see the
results of your work and imagination right away - right next to the code that you just
typed! Along the way, you'll pick up a ton of programming knowledge, and dive in even
deeper with some more advanced chapters. Whatever you want to do, this book has
your back. Best of all, you get to create awesome games and say, "I made this!" What
You Need: You need the latest version of the Google Chrome Web browser, available
for free from https://chrome.google.com . You also need an Internet connection to
access the ICE Code Editor the first time. ICE Code Editor will be loaded onto your
computer, so you won't need Internet access for later projects.
A technology book for kids! Do you want to create 3D digital games that'll impress your
friends, family, and even yourself? This book shows you how to use Alice, a free 3D
game programming environment, to make seriously cool video games you'll have as
much fun building as you will playing! Create your own adventure—recreate your favorite
story by giving the characters new choices and writing your own ending When zombies
attack—make your very own escape room maze and attempt to defeat the enemy before
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it defeats you Technology Requirements: Hardware – PC or tablet with internet
connection running Windows® 7 or higher or Mac with internet connection running Mac
OS X® 10.7 or higher Software – Alice–a free programming platform that can be
downloaded at alice.org.
Introduction to 3D Game Programming with DirectX 9.0c: A Shader Approach presents
an introduction to programming interactive computer graphics, with an emphasis on
game development, using real-time shaders with DirectX 9.0. The book is divided into
three parts that explain basic mathematical and 3D concepts, show how to describe 3D
worlds and implement fundamental 3D rendering techniques, and demonstrate the
application of Direct3D to create a variety of special effects. With this book understand
basic mathematical tools used in video game creation such as vectors, matrices, and
transformations; discover how to describe and draw interactive 3D scenes using
Direct3D and the D3DX library; learn how to implement lighting, texture mapping, alpha
blending, and stenciling using shaders and the high-level shading language (HLSL);
explore a variety of techniques for creating special effects, including vertex blending,
character animation, terrain rendering, multi-texturing, particle systems, reflections,
shadows, and normal mapping;f ind out how to work with meshes, load and render .X
files, program terrain/camera collision detection, and implement 3D object picking;
review key ideas, gain programming experience, and explore new topics with the end-ofchapter exercises.
Program 3D Games in C++: The #1 Language at Top Game Studios Worldwide C++
remains the key language at many leading game development studios. Since it’s used
throughout their enormous code bases, studios use it to maintain and improve their
games, and look for it constantly when hiring new developers. Game Programming in
C++ is a practical, hands-on approach to programming 3D video games in C++.
Modeled on Sanjay Madhav’s game programming courses at USC, it’s fun, easy,
practical, hands-on, and complete. Step by step, you’ll learn to use C++ in all facets of
real-world game programming, including 2D and 3D graphics, physics, AI, audio, user
interfaces, and much more. You’ll hone real-world skills through practical exercises,
and deepen your expertise through start-to-finish projects that grow in complexity as
you build your skills. Throughout, Madhav pays special attention to demystifying the
math that all professional game developers need to know. Set up your C++
development tools quickly, and get started Implement basic 2D graphics, game
updates, vectors, and game physics Build more intelligent games with widely used AI
algorithms Implement 3D graphics with OpenGL, shaders, matrices, and
transformations Integrate and mix audio, including 3D positional audio Detect collisions
of objects in a 3D environment Efficiently respond to player input Build user interfaces,
including Head-Up Displays (HUDs) Improve graphics quality with anisotropic filtering
and deferred shading Load and save levels and binary game data Whether you’re a
working developer or a student with prior knowledge of C++ and data structures, Game
Programming in C++ will prepare you to solve real problems with C++ in roles
throughout the game development lifecycle. You’ll master the language that top studios
are hiring for—and that’s a proven route to success.
* For readers intrigued by 3D video games as a hobby or a potential career, this book
offers an introduction to the world of 3D game animation and provides step-by-step
instructions on creating storyboards, scenery, characters, and even software * Cover
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topics such as working with 3D coordinates, keyframing, NURBS modeling, lighting,
rigging, skinning, particle effects, and more * Video game sales exceeded the movie
industry's box office draw last year by $1 billion
Nowadays, online gaming has become a multi-billion-dollar industry, but in the past, it
took a lot of time and manpower to develop an MMOG (massively multiplayer online
game). This is because MMOG is a very complex system, and the development of a
fastpaced online action game requires further technical considerations. After reading
books and tutorials related to online game design, many readers are still unable to
develop a multiplayer online game because the current books on the market are all
focused on the technical discussion, but lack a complete and coherent example. This
book adopts a new way to explore this complex topic; that is, a working online game
example is focused and comes with programming details to verify the theoretical
discussion. The reason why it can be presented in this way is based on my work over a
decade as both a professional game developer and a lecturer of multimedia and game
development at several universities in Taiwan. Over the years, our team has
accumulated experience and achievements in making online games, and obtained
good results in related online game-design competitions. This book aims to share our
experience with anyone interesting in making MMOGs. If you have some experience in
any programming language and want to know how to implement a massively
multiplayer online game, this book is perfect for you. In the first part of this book, the
essentials of the C# programming language, which is currently the main script language
of the Unity game engine, is covered, followed by exploring the C# Object-Oriented
Programming techniques required in the later chapters. After you become familiar with
programming in C#, further examples are provided in the rest of this book to guide you
to build and host an MMOG. If you are an experienced Unity game developer who is
interesting in MMOG development, this book is also useful. C# network and
multithreaded programming are introduced in the second part to help the readers
understanding the fundamentals in the network library, like the UNet or Mirror used in
this book. Also, a dedicated chapter for mobile online game development covers the
details of porting your MMOG to the largest gaming platform. Through the provided
working examples, you'll not only understand the details in implementing an MMOG but
also can apply the techniques presented in this book to the other networking libraries or
game engines.
Printed in full color. You know what's even better than playing games? Creating your
own. Even if you're an absolute beginner, this book will teach you how to make your
own online games with interactive examples. You'll learn programming using nothing
more than a browser, and see cool, 3D results as you type. You'll learn real-world
programming skills in a real programming language: JavaScript, the language of the
web. You'll be amazed at what you can do as you build interactive worlds and fun
games. You'll jump right in and write games and simulations while learning
programming fundamentals. You'll use the ICE Code Editor, which was created
especially for this book to make it easy for you to get started with JavaScript
programming. With the ICE Editor, you'll see the results of your work right away. Want
a red donut? You can make hundreds of them, spinning around like crazy right next to
the code you just typed. You'll do hands-on coding in every chapter. You'll start by
building simple animated shapes, then make your own player--who can do cartwheels!
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You'll learn how to build your own games from start to finish, including a monster eating
fruit, a cave puzzle, and rafting on a river. You'll animate simple shapes to create a
model of the solar system, and make your own website so that you can show off your
games with your friends. If you just want to make games, jump to the lessons focusing
on projects. To understand some of the theory better or if you need some help with
functions, turn to the chapters that explain the programming concepts. We'll walk you
carefully through all the math needed to bring games to life. Best of all, you get to
create awesome games and say, "I made this!"
Presents instructions on programming interactive video and computer games using
DirectX 11.
Veteran author Chris Lampton demystifies the programming techniques behind
sophisticated maze games such as Wolf3D and gives step-by-step instructions for
programmers to create their own 3-D mazes. The centerpiece of this package is a fullfledged maze game, written by the author with professional game programmer Kevin
Gliner. Enclosed disk contains tools for designing new mazes.
You know what's even better than playing games? Programming your own! Make your
own online games, even if you're an absolute beginner. Let your imagination come to
3D life as you learn real-world programming skills with the JavaScript programming
language - the language used everywhere on the web. This new edition is completely
revised, and takes advantage of new programming features to make game
programming even easier to learn. Plus, new effects make your games even cooler.
When you're done, you're going to be amazed at what you can create. Jump right in!
Start programming cool stuff on page 1. Keep building new and different things until the
very last page. This book wants you to play. Not just play games, but play with code.
Play with programming. Because the best way to learn something is to have fun with it!
This second edition is updated from start to finish to make it even easier to get started
programming in JavaScript. Every example has been updated to make it easier, with
new example games to explore and new 3D effects that make your games even more
fun! Want a red donut? You can make hundreds of them, spinning around like mad.
Want to create a star field? Make a hundred or a thousand stars. Make them red,
green, or blue. Explosions? Fireworks? Planets? It's up to you. And, using a code editor
created especially for this book, you'll program right in your web browser. You'll see the
results of your work and imagination right away - right next to the code that you just
typed! Along the way, you'll pick up a ton of programming knowledge, and dive in even
deeper with some more advanced chapters. Whatever you want to do, this book has
your back. Best of all, you get to create awesome games and say, "I made this!" What
You Need: You need the latest version of the Google Chrome Web browser, available
for free from https://chrome.google.com. You also need an Internet connection to
access the ICE Code Editor the first time. ICE Code Editor will be loaded onto your
computer, so you won't need Internet access for later projects.
3D GAME PROGRAMMING ALL IN ONE, THIRD EDITION is perfect for anyone
interested in learning the skills and processes involved in making 3D games. This new
edition of the bestselling book shows you how to design and create every aspect of a
fully featured game using the Torque 3D game engine. Starting with an introduction to
game programming, this comprehensive book provides an overview of the gaming
industry, game engines, programming, 3D concepts, texturing and modeling, and even
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audio engineering. After all the techniques are presented, you will use your new skills
and the material on the DVD to create a game. The DVD contains everything you need
to create a complete game, including all of the TorqueScript source code in sample and
final form, the Torque 3D Tools Demo game engine, MilkShape 3D for 3D player and
item modeling, The Gimp 2 for texture and image manipulation, Audacity for sound
editing and recording, UVMapper for performing UV unwrapping tasks, and Torsion, the
Integrated Development Environment tool for TorqueScript code.
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